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Abstract: This paper presents an evolutionary algorithm applicable to the task
of device adjustment in smart appliances ensembles. The algorithm requires very
little environmental knowledge and is therefore complementary to the commonly
applied rule based methods, such as ontologies. In contrast to traditional evo-
lutionary algorithms, the new approach avoids any central processing scheme.
Instead, the ensemble settings are distributed physically across all devices such
that every parameter resides only in the device to which it belongs. This ap-
proach enables the correct handling of the dynamic nature of smart appliances
ensembles, as will be shown in the course of the paper.

1 Introduction

The term “smart-appliances” refers to everyday-life devices, such as beamers,
light bulbs, and the like, enhanced by some communication interfaces. Smart-
appliances are considered an ensemble if they support the user in an autonomous
and non-invasive way [1, 8, 10]. In a smart conference room, for example, the
window blinds should automatically lower at the start of a presentation. If the
room is large enough, a microphone for the speaking person as well as some
speakers for the audience in the back rows should be switched on.

A common approach for solving this task is to utilize rule based methods,
such as ontologies [3, 4]. In this approach, the devices use rules to negotiate how
to react to a given situation. Modelling such rule sets for all possible situations
is a very complex and difficult task. For example, devices can join or leave an
ensemble at any time without notification, e.g., due to users carrying devices
along or due to device failures.

In order to reduce the required modelling, this paper proposes to employ an
evolutionary algorithm to this task. However, the discussion presented in Section
3 suggests that traditional evolutionary algorithms are not suitable. They are
based on a central processing scheme, which contradicts the dynamic nature of
smart-appliances ensembles and may easily lead to inconsistencies between the
actual physical ensemble and its representation on the central machine. Further-
more, each device knows best about the physical modality it controls and in
what ranges this can happen. Therefore, Section 4 describes a new evolutionary



algorithm, that avoids any central processing. Instead, the ensemble setting is
distributed physically across the devices, such that each parameter only resides
in the device to which it belongs. First simulation results of a lighting scenario in
a smart office, as presented in Section 6, indicate that the algorithm is capable
of handling this dynamic task correctly. Section 7 concludes this paper with a
short discussion and some future prospects.

2 Background: Evolutionary Algorithms

Evolutionary algorithms denote a class of numerical optimization methods for
solving technical problems [2, 7]. Herein, a problem is described as a set of param-
eters, also called genome, and an error criterion. The latter is also called fitness
function and expresses the quality of a possible solution. An example could be
the positioning of router stations in a large-area communication network such
that the overall cable length becomes minimal. Here, the router locations are
the parameters whereas the cable length is the fitness criterion.

The generic evolutionary processing scheme works as follows: (1) Start with
some arbitrarily initialized genomes, also called parents. (2) During the mutation
step, new genomes are generated from the parents. These are called children or
offspring. For each child, a parent is chosen randomly and each of the child genes
results from a Gaussian random modification of the associated parent gene. (3)
The quality of each parent and child is evaluated using the fitness function.
(4) Finally, the best out of the parents and children are selected for the next
iteration, and the process continues with step 2.

This generic scheme has been successfully applied to a large number of dif-
ferent problems, such as machine learning, breast cancer detection, and VLSI
design. They mainly differ in the number of parents and children, the selection
scheme, and the variation operators applied. For a more detailed review, the
interested reader is referred to the pertinent literature [2, 5, 7].

Please note that the remainder of this paper focuses on the (1+1)-evolution
strategy. This notation indicates that the algorithm generates one child from one
parent and that it selects the better one as the parent for the next iteration.

3 Problem description

In smart-appliances ensembles, changes can occur at any time without notifica-
tion. This does not only apply to devices joining or leaving the ensemble, but to
any kind of change, such as varying user wishes or varying external influences
like the sunshine.

In terms of evolutionary algorithms, this leads to the following properties of
the task at hand: (1) The number of genes, i.e., devices, is not known in advance.
(2) The relation of a genome to its fitness value is not necessarily persistent, since
a change in the ensemble corresponds to a change of the fitness function. (3) Any
genome assembled from the device settings and stored on some machine might
be inconsistent with the actual ensemble.



This implies, that traditional evolutionary algorithms cannot be applied to
this task. They are based on central processing of completely assembled genomes.
Furthermore, they assume the number of genes and the fitness function to be
fixed and known in advance; though these limitations might be resolved using
the concept of variable-length genomes [6], as has been done in evolving the
structure of neural networks [9], and by periodically revalidating the fitness of
the genomes. Still, the bound to a central processing machine remains, which
clearly contradicts the properties stated above.

4 The ESO Algorithm

Since the consideration of an assembled genome is not suitable for the applica-
tion at hand, the evolutionary self-organizing algorithm, ESO for short, avoids
any central processing, and instead distributes the genome physically across all
devices such that each gene only resides in the device to which it belongs. There-
fore, removing or adding devices automatically removes or adds the associated
genes from the genome. With this conceptional modification in mind, the ESO
algorithm works as follows:

1. All devices are split into two classes, sensors and actuators. Actuators are
those devices that influence principal modalities, such as brightness, sound
volume, and the like. Sensors are those devices that measure modalities. Each
sensor is tagged with a target value. These values originate from a higher
abstraction level, e.g., an intention module, and are beyond the scope of this
paper. Each actuator stores its current gene, i.e., child gene, parent gene, as
well as the parent fitness, which corresponds to the fitness of the so-far best
ensemble setting found. This concept is the same for all actuators.

2. Each actuator determines its current gene from its parent gene according to
the mutation operation mentioned in Section 2.

3. The sensors measure the changes in the physical modalities and broadcast
their partial fitness values, e.g., the squared distance of target and measured
value.

4. Each actuator uses the same formula to determine the overall fitness, e.g.,
the sum of the partial fitness values. The better of parent and current gene,
along with the corresponding fitness, is selected as the new parent for the
next iteration.

5. To cope with changes, the actuators periodically skip the Selection and sub-
sequent mutation step. Instead, they swap their particular parent and current
gene, and therefore revalidate the parent genome.

6. The process continues with step 2.

Please note, that a real-word implementation requires a suitable self-organizing
synchronization mechanism to realize this scheme.



5 Methods

In order to validate the concepts of the proposed ESO algorithm, this paper is
using a simulation. Such a simulation-based approach considers only those as-
pects, which are technically relevant for the algorithm. For the sake of simplicity,
the simulation models the illumination of a certain number of desks by a certain
number of light sources. The remainder of this section presents a description of
the considered scenarios as well as the used parameter settings.

Configuration of the ESO algorithm: All experiments have been done
with the (1+1)-ESO algorithm. This notation indicates that the algorithm gen-
erates one offspring from one parent and that it selects the better one as the
parent for the next generation.

Sensors si: The ESO algorithm employs a user-specified number m of sen-
sors si. In the validation study presented in Section 6, these sensors measure the
illumination at various locations, e.g., the users’ desks.

Fitness function f : All sensors calculate their particular fitness contribu-
tion fi = (si − st

i)
2 as the square of the current sensor reading si and its target

value st
i. By means of a global communication infrastructure, all sensors broad-

cast their fitness contributions fi across the system such that every device can
calculate the ensemble’s total fitness as

f =

m∑

i=1

fi =

m∑

i=1

(si − st
i)

2 . (1)

Actuators ai: The simulation employs n actuators ai, which represent n

light sources that are distributed in the environment. Every actuator employs
its private mutation operator ai ← ai + s ∗ N(0, 1), with s denoting a private
step size. Without loss of generality, all actuator values ai are bound to 0 ≤ ai.
Unless otherwise stated, the step size is set to s = 0.1 in all simulation scenarios.
Please remember that these actuators are not explicitly known to the sensors,
the fitness evaluation, or the system. Rather, the environment, i.e., the physics,
autonomously mediate their modalities towards the sensors si.

Simulation setup: The simulation models the physics and the effects the
actuators have on the sensors as follows:

sj = g +
n∑

i=1

wij ∗ ai , (2)

with g denoting a global illumination source, such as the sunshine, and wij

denoting the influence of the i-th actuator onto the j-th sensor. The weights
wij subsume all the relevant physical effects, such as the light sources’ positions,
their brightness, their illumination characteristics, etc.

In the scenarios described below, the weight configuration wij referres to the
small office illustrated in Fig. 1. In this setup, all parameters are deliberately
set to values such that the setup does not contain any symmetry, which might
weaken the achieved results. Therefore, the sensor target values are (arbitrarily)
set to st

1
= 0.7 and st

2
= 1.2.



Fig. 1. The test scenario consists of some light sources as well as two desks with light
sensors mounted close to the keyboards.

Depending on the chosen scenario (please, see below), the weights, the sensor
target values, and the number of actuators spontaneously change over time, i.e.,
wij(t), g(t), st

i(t), and n(t) are time dependent. For the purpose of readability,
the time t is omitted.

Scenario 1, System Startup: At startup time, all actuator values are set
to ai = 0 and g = 0, and the sensor target values are set to st

1
= 0.7 and

st
2

= 1.2. The ensemble is then responsible to power up the lamps to the desired
level. This situation resembles an early winter morning, when the users enter the
dark office.

Scenario 2, Scalability: This scenario increases the number of actuators
from n = 2 to n = 100. The goal of this scenario is to test the scaling behavior
of the ESO algorithm.

Scenario 3, System Dynamics: This scenario focuses on the ensemble
behavior in more dynamic setups in which light sources might fail or join. It
starts off with two light sources per desk, i.e., n = 4. In simulation step t = 150,
a light source of each desk fails. Then, in simulation step t = 300, the sensor
target value of desk 2 is increased from st

2
= 1.2 to st

2
= 1.5. This might model

a situation in which a different person starts working and who might prefer
a brighter desk. This situation implies that the illumination of the other desk
remains unchanged.

Scenario 4, External Effects: This scenario starts off like the first one. But
in simulation step t = 150, the external (sunshine) illumination is set to g = 1,
and is reduced to g = 0.5 im simulation step t = 300. This scenario models the
influence of external modalities, which are outside the control of the ensemble. A
further challenge is that during time steps 150 ≤ t ≤ 300, the ensemble cannot
reach the specified target values, since the external illumination already exceeds
target value st

1
.



6 Results

The simulation results of the four experiment are summarized in Fig. 2 to Fig.
5. On the x-axis, these figures show the simulation time, and on the y-axis,
they show the target sensor values st

i, their actual readings si, and the global
ensemble fitness f (Eq. (1)). All data were obtained from 500 independent runs.
From all these runs, the figures always present the values that was worst in the
corresponding time step t.

Fig. 2. Scenario 1 resembles the basic sit-
uation of powering up the lamps from
darkness to a desired brightness.

Fig. 3. Scenario 2 resembles Scenario 1,
but with 100 instead of only 2 lamps.

All figures clearly indicate that the global system error decreases exponen-
tial, and that thus after some adaption time, the ESO algorithm arrives at the
specified target values, i.e., si ≈ st

i. This is not only observable in the simple
Scenarios 1 and 2 but also in the more dynamic one (Fig. 4) in which the target
values change over time. The only exception occurs in the fourth scenario (Fig.
5) between time steps 150 and 300. However, it has already been discussed above
that the ESO algorithm cannot reach the target values, since the external illu-
mination is brighter than the specification demands. In other words, the small
deviation from the optimum is not due to the ESO algorithm but due to the
physics; but even in this case, the ESO algorithm returns to the optimum shortly
after the reduction of the external illumination in time step t = 300.

It might be quite interesting to take a look at the scaling behavior of the
proposed self-organization algorithm. Normally, an increasing number of com-
ponents slow down the system convergence speed. However, a comparison of
Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 indicate that a larger ensemble (i.e., 50 light sources per desk)
reaches the optimum faster than a smaller one (i.e, 2 light sources per desk). This
effect is counter intuitive but probably due to a significantly increased number
of actuator configurations that match the optimum sensor readings.



Fig. 4. Scenario 3 focuses on the ensemble
behavior in more dynamic setups in which
light sources might fail or join. At time
t = 150 two of four lamps fail, at time
t = 300 the second sensor target value is
increased from s

t

2 = 1.2 to s
t

2 = 1.5.

Fig. 5. This scenario models the influence
of external modalities, which are outside
the control of the ensemble. Especially,
between t = 150 and t = 300, the external
influence already exceeds the target value
s

t

1 and therefore prevents the system to
reach the specified goal.

Rather than focusing on convergence speed, the application at hand focuses
on a smooth adaption of its actuators. To this end, the step size s should be
set to rather small values; larger values would speed up the adaptation process,
but would also induce significant fluctuations around the optimum, which might
be rather annoying in real-world applications. Furthermore, a larger number of
actuators, such as a total of 100 light sources used in scenario 2, requires a
smaller step size, such as s = 0.02. Otherwise, the fluctuations would be way too
large to be acceptable. Therefore, future versions of the ESO algorithm should
employ a proper self-adaption scheme of the step size s.

7 Conclusions

This paper has proposed a distributed evolutionary algorithm, called ESO, for
the self-organization of smart-appliances ensembles. A key feature of this algo-
rithm is that it does not maintain assembled genomes in the traditional sense.
Rather, the ESO algorithm physically distributes all gene values across all the
devices, and evaluates only the resulting sensor modalities. Furthermore, the ap-
plication of the mutation operators is done by the actuator rather than a central
processing instance.

The presented simulation results indicate that the proposed method is suit-
able as the self-organization process for smart-appliances ensembles. In addition
to the required basic adaptation capabilities, the ESO procedure scales well, and
is also able to cope with the inherent system dynamics of those ensembles.



The experiments also show that the behavior of ESO algorithm depends on
the chosen step size s of the mutation operators, privately employed in every
actuator. Therefore, future research will be devoted to the development of an
adequate self-adaption mechanism.

Ongoing research is developing hardware equipment that consists of remotely
controllable light sources as well as remotely readable sensors. All these devices
are equipped with a wireless communication module. Preliminary results indicate
that in the real-world, the ESO algorithm also has to cope with varying time
constants. For example, slight brightness changes are faster than high brightness
changes. Furthermore, these timing constants also depends on the chosen lamp
and potentially other system parameters.
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